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Three papers

• Bech: models intraday liquidity 
management under different intraday 
credit regimes

• Ewerhart & Tapking: model choice of 
collateral in interbank trading and central 
bank operations

• Manning & Willison: model intraday 
liquidity management when cross-border 
collateral is allowed
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Bech: main insights

• In liquidity-hungry RTGS system, banks 
have incentives to withhold payments;

• Collateralised intraday credit imposes 
opportunity costs, hence banks likely to 
delay, unless costs too high;

• Settlement risk (credit or liquidity) reduces 
cost of delaying.
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Bech: main policy lessons

1. Liquidity efficiency in payment system 
affected by:

– Intraday credit policies (incl. collateral 
policy);

– Design of RTGS (e.g. queuing);

– Banks’ liquidity costs.
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Bech: main policy lessons ctd

2. Changes in intraday credit policy can 
have adverse consequences for liquidity 
efficiency and operational resilience.

3. Changes in the conjunctural environment 
can affect liquidity efficiency.
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Ewerhart & Tapking: main insights

• Commercial banks use their most liquid 
collateral in the interbank market and their 
less liquid collateral with the central bank.

• Disruptions in the secured segment of the 
interbank market can occur when 
concerns about credit risk rise & 
counterparties no longer accept less liquid 
forms of collateral.
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Ewerhart & Tapking: main policy 
lessons

1. Central bank collateral policy affects risk 
sharing in the interbank market:

– By releasing liquid assets for interbank 
trading;

– By ensuring markets remain open during 
stressed times.
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Ewerhart & Tapking: main policy 
lessons ctd.

2. Collateral policy as crisis management 
tool: 

– When is it most effective?
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Manning & Willison: main insights

• Liquidity efficiency in payment system 
generally improves, even though banks 
may hold a smaller total pool of collateral.
– Banks could, however, face collateral 

shortages when faced with global liquidity 
shocks.

– When cross-border collateral can be used 
only during market stress, banks may keep 
higher total collateral holdings.
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Manning & Willison: main policy 
lessons

1. Collateral policy and risk trade-offs for 
central bank:

– Level of banks’ collateral holdings;
– Resilience to common shocks;
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Manning & Willison: main policy 
lessons ctd

2. Collateral policy & crisis management:

– Benefits of central bank coordination
– Benefits of wide list of eligible assets.
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Concluding thoughts: For policy 
makers

1.  Banks’ liquidity management, central 
bank intraday credit policy and liquidity 
regulation are closely related:

– Collateral policy aligns central bank and 
market participants’ objectives (but 
misalignments can occur);

– Central bank may face trade-offs.
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Concluding thoughts: Policy 
makers ctd

2. Changes in the conjunctural environment 
can lead to changes in behaviour in both 
markets and payment systems:

– Normal infrastructure not always optimal;

– Role for flexible crisis tools;
– Importance of central bank coordination.
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Concluding thoughts: for 
researchers

1. More work needed to understand how 
collateral policy affects intraday liquidity 
flows:

– Common shocks;

– Market frictions & asymmetric information;
– Time zone differences;

– Other operational features.
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Concluding thoughts: for 
researchers ctd.

2. Stylised game theoretical models provide 
valuable insights alongside:

– Dynamic, agent-based models;
– Simulations of interdependencies;

– Statistical analysis of payment flows.


